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Abstract— A novel directional torsion sensor based on a helical
taper is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The helical
taper was fabricated in panda polarization-maintaining fiber by
electric-arc discharge of a fusion splicer and by rotating one end
fiber clamp simultaneously. The optimal parameters of the taper
are the waist diameter of 60.84 µm and the length of 700 µm.
This torsion sensor has a sensitivity of −3.191 nm/(rad/m) in
the twist rate ranges from 0 to 13.57 rad/m, which is relatively
higher than the value so far reported. Then, the torsion sensor
also has the ability to identify rotational direction. In addition,
the helical taper is almost insensitive to temperature.
Index Terms— Fiber optic sensors, helical taper, torsion sensors, polarization-maintaining fiber.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE optical fiber sensors have the advantages of small
size, light mass and anti-electromagnetic interference,
which have attracted great interest in many fields [1], [2].
For example, a holographic control method for light propagations in complex media was proposed recently, which
enables multimode fiber to be used as an ultra-narrow imaging
tool [3]. And the multimode optical fiber transmission based
on deep learning networks have also been studied [4]. Torsion
is an important mechanical parameter, and various torsion
sensors can be embedded in engineering structures for shape
detection and structural health monitoring [5]. In the past few
decades, various fiber torsion sensors have been investigated,
for example, helical Long Period Gratings (hLPGs) [6]–[8],
and variety of optical fiber interferometers [9]–[11]. The
hLPGs-based torsion sensors have great mechanical strength,
as early as 2004, Wang et al proposed using long period grating
to measure twist angle and distinguish the rotational direction [12]. Recently, Cao et al fabricated a helical Long Period
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Gratings (hLPGs) in double-clad fiber by C O 2 laser [13].
The hLPGs structure has relatively high twist sensitivity that
up to ∼0.384 nm/(rad/m), which is the highest sensitivity
in the reported hLPGs at present. In 2015, a pre-twist taper
in polarization-maintaining fiber was proposed [14]. In this
SMF-PMF-SMF sandwich structure, besides the axial force,
a pre-twist stress was also applied before discharging, which
generate spiral in the tapered transition zones after pulling.
In addition, the response of the interference peaks to torsion
is different, and an appropriate peak must be chosen for
torsion sensing. Another Tan et al firstly reported a taper
structure based on multicore fiber, which has a tunable torsion
sensitivity between 0.12 nm/◦ ∼1.00 nm/◦ [15] and the angle
measurement ranges from 160◦ to 940◦. However, to the best
of our knowledge, most of the torsion sensors so far reported
are unable to ensure high sensitivity and identify rotational
direction simultaneously. Furthermore, many torsion sensors
are sensitive to temperature [16], [17], which have the problem
of torsion-temperature cross sensitivity.
In this letter, we propose a novel helical taper structure,
which is fabricated in panda polarization-maintaining fiber by
an electric-arc discharge method. Due to the rotation of fiber
clamp when tapering, the two stress regions of panda fiber
show as a helical shape in the waist, which enhances the
coupling between different modes and improves the torsion
sensitivity. Additionally, this helical taper sensor has a high
torsion sensitivity, a low temperature sensitivity and an ability to identify rotational direction. Moreover, the fabrication
process of the helical taper is simple, and the cost of an arc
discharge method is also greatly low, which does not require
expensive femtosecond laser equipment, etc.
II. FABRICATION
The device diagram of fabricating this helical taper is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Firstly, one panda fiber (PMF1550,
125-13/250) with coating removed was placed in the V-groove
of a fusion splicer (Ericsson FSU-995PM) straightly, and fixed
by fiber clamps. Then, one user-defined taper program was
selected. There are three steps, PULL1, PULL2 and PULL3,
and the discharge time and discharge current of each step are
different. Additionally, when the helical taper was fabricated
by arc discharge, the discharge time and current must be
chosen appropriately. If the discharge current is too small, the
taper can’t be drawn, and if it is too large, the taper is easily
blown. What’s more, the discharge time must be also greatly
controlled to obtain a better spectrum. Finally, by constantly
changing the discharge time and current, and comparing the
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Fig. 1. (a) The experimental diagram of fabricating the helical taper. (b) The
optical micrograph of this helical taper with waist diameter of 60.84μm and
the length of 700μm.

output spectra under different parameters, the optimal parameters are obtained as follows: fusion time1 = 9s, fusion current1
= 15mA; fusion time2 = 7s, fusion current2 = 12mA; fusion
time3 = 2s, fusion current3 = 7mA. Furthermore, in these
three discharge steps, the first step is mainly to make the
optical fiber thinner, and there is no rotation in the step. Then,
when the taper program proceeded to the second step, a 360◦
twist stress was applied to the fiber by rotating the rigth side
fiber clamp. Since the pulling and twist are simultaneously
performed, the force is mainly concentrated in the thin taper
waist, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b). Finally, the third step is to
shape the helical taper through a small current and short-time
discharge, and there is also no rotation.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the transmission spectrum is recorded
by a spectrometer (Yokogawa AQ6370B), and a broadband
light source (Superk Compact, NKT Photonics, Inc.) outputs
supercontinuous light with a wavelength ranges from 600 nm
to 1700 nm. The Fig. 1(b) is the optical micrograph of the
helical taper. Then, using the dimension measurement software
ImageJ and the proportional conversion, the waist diameter
and the length of the helical taper can be got as 60.84 μm
and 700 μm, respectively. As obviously shown in Fig. 1(b),
because of a rotation of one side fiber clamp during pulling,
the two stress regions are helical shape in the waist after
discharging. And in this helical taper, there are mainly two
sets of interferences [18], [19]. Firstly, the fundamental mode
H E 11 and the excited higher-order mode H E 21 will be
coupled to each other. And as shown in Fig. 1(b), when the
light propagates to the first tapered-transition region, as the
diameter of the fiber is tapered, a portion of core mode is
coupled to the cladding, forming the cladding mode. Then,
in the second tapered-transition region, the cladding mode
is recoupled back to the core and interferes with the core
mode, which form Mach-Zehnder interference. In addition,
because of the twist stress applied on the cross section of
panda fiber, the original two orthogonal polarization modes
x and H E y will also be coupled, which form polarization
H E 11
11
interference.
The Fig. 2(a) demonstrated the transmission spectrum of
this helical taper with an insertion loss of ∼11 dB, and a
maximum extinction ratio reaches to ∼12 dB at 1630 nm.
In the transmission spectrum, DipA is labeled mainly for
the following torsion and temperature experiments. As shown

Fig. 2. (a) Transmission spectrum of the helical taper. (b) FFT spectrum of
the transmission spectrum.

in Fig. 2(a), we can clearly observe that there are two sets
of interference spectra. According to the mode coupling is
determined by the mode profile and the amplitude of the
axial mode field, and combined with the symmetry of the
mode field, we can get that the weak interference peaks
are generated by the coupling between H E 11 and H E 21 ,
and the strong peaks are generated by the coupling between
x and H E y .
the two orthogonal fundamental modes H E 11
11
Subsequently, the transmission spectrum was subjected to fast
Fourier transform (FFT), and the spatial frequency spectrum
was obtained. In the spectrum that illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
the strongest peak ① represents the interaction between two
orthogonal fundamental modes, and the peak ④ indicates
the interaction between the H E 11 and H E 21 . Additionally,
according to the formula that ε = n e f f l/λ2 [10], the effecx and H E y can
tive refractive indices difference between H E 11
11
be calculated as 0.0202, and the n e f f between H E 11 and
H E 21 is 0.0820. Besides, the helical taper also causes additional mode crosstalk, coupling also occurs between different
modes of each polarization state. As the peaks ② ③ and ⑤
shown in Fig. 2(b), there are a series of weaker frequency
terms in the spatial frequency spectrum.
III. T HEORY
When a beam of light transmits along the helical taper,
coupling occurs between the different modes, and forming
interference fringes. Since the length of the helical taper is
relatively short, the coupling between H E 11 and H E 21 is
weak. Here, we mainly consider the coupling between two
x and H E y .
orthogonal fundamental modes, which is H E 11
11
The output light intensity formed by two orthogonal fundamental modes is written as:



(1)
I = Ix + I y + 2 Ix I y cos x y
x
and
where Ix and I y are the light intensity of H E 11
y
H E 11 modes x y is the phase difference between the
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corresponding modes. In addition, x y is demonstrated as:


y
x y = 2π n ex f f − n e f f L/λ
(2)
y

where n ex f f and n e f f are the effective refractive indices of the
two orthogonal fundamental modes, L is the effective length
of this helical taper, and λ is the input light wavelength. When
x y = (2m + 1)π, there are a series of attenuation peaks,
and the wavelength of peaks can be written as:


y
(3)
λm = 2 n ex f f − n e f f L/(2m + 1)
where m is the interference order and it is an integer. To the
best of our knowledge, when the cross section of a panda
fiber is pressed in any direction, the fast and slow axis will
be changed, and the original two orthogonal fundamental
modes are coupled. The coupled intensity is determined by
the magnitude and direction of the force, and the length of
stressed fiber [20]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), when the panda fiber
is tapered, a transverse shear force is applied by rotating one
y
x
and H E 11 modes will be coupled
side fiber, therefore, H E 11
to form interference fringes.
According to the photo-elastic effect, the effective refractive index (ERI) will change with the increasing of twist
rate [21]. A permanent twist rate τ0 was induced into the
panda fiber when fabricated the helical taper, which leads
to the modulation of ERI. And according to [21], the relationship
 between ERI and twist rate is as follows: n (τ ) =
n 0 ρ 2 1 + (τ ± τ0 )2 /2 , where n 0 is the original refractive
index, ρ is the radius of panda fiber, and τ is the twist rate
applied when pulling. The “+” and “−” means applied twist
in clockwise and counter clockwise direction, respectively.
Additionally, when a twist stress is applied to a cylindrical
structure composed of two concentric and different materials,
the relationship between the stresses applied to each section
is written as:
μcore dcore
σcore
=
(4)
σcladding
μcladding dcladding
where σcore and σcladding are the torsion stress applied
between core and cladding, μcore and μcladding are the shear
modulus corresponding to core and cladding, and the dcore and
dcladding are the corresponding diameter. Since the diameter
of cladding is much larger than the core, and the shear
modulus of core and cladding are similar. So the effect of
the applied twist stress for the core can be disregarded by
Eq.(4). Therefore, the ERI of fiber core caused by the torsion
is almost unchanged.
According to Eq.(3) and the relationship between effective
refractive index n and the twist rate τ , we can derive the
following relation between λ and τ :
λ =
cl, f/s

cl, f/s 2
ρcl (τ

−2Ln e f f

2m + 1

± τ0 )

τ

(5)

is the original effective refractive index of
where n e f f
cladding along fast axis and slow axis, ρcl is the radius of
cladding. As mentioned above, the symmetry of the helical
taper is destroyed by the applied twist stress τ0 , which leads
to this structure can identify the rotational direction. Therefore,

Fig. 3. (a) The transmission spectra shift with the increasing of twist rate
in clockwise. (b) Transmission spectra shift with the increasing of twist rate
in counter clockwise.

Fig. 4. (a) Transmission spectrum of Dip A shift with the increasing of twist
rate in clockwise and counter clockwise. (b) Relationship of Dip A between
the wavelength and twist rate.

the dips shift to short wavelength direction with the twist rate
increasing in clockwise, and the wavelength occurs opposite
shift when in counter clockwise. Here, the clockwise means
the applied twist stress τ0 direction when fabricated the helical
taper, as the direction that shown in Fig. 1(a). And the opposite
direction is defined as the counter clockwise.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Firstly, the torsion characteristic of the helical taper was
investigated. The helical taper was placed in the v-groove
carefully, and ensure that it’s not bent. Then one fiber clamp
was fixed and the other can be rotated in clockwise and counter
clockwise directions. And the angle step of rotation was set
to 5◦ corresponding to a twist rate step of 0.970 rad/m. Here,
the twist rate is defined as: τ = α/L 0 , where τ is the twist
rate, α is the twist radian of the fiber, and L 0 is the length
between the two fiber clamps. The effective length L 0 is 9cm.
Subsequently, the helical taper was rotated in clockwise and
counter clockwise direction, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, with the changing of twist rate
in clockwise and counter clockwise, all transmission peaks
have a monotonous shift, which indicates that all peaks have
the same response to torsion. And the Fig. 4 specifically
demonstrates the changing of DipA when twist rate ranged
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results demonstrate that the torsion sensitivity can reach up
to −3.191 nm/(rad/m) when twisted the helical taper in clockwise, which is relatively higher than the previous proposed
torsion sensors. Additionally, it is able to measure twist rate
and identify rotational direction simultaneously. Furthermore,
the torsion sensor is almost insensitive to temperature, and
it solves the problem of torsion-temperature cross sensitivity
greatly in the practical applications.
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Fig. 5.
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temperatures. Inset: wavelength of Dip A changes with temperature.
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